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NPC's
Karri---Q_Tee
Gerry---himself


Prolog: The Hayden remains in dry dock. Repairs are nearly completed. Most of the crew remains on earth for shore leave. Captain Wendyway and CTO Cutter have broken from the rest of the skiers and are cutting rapidly across the slopes and away from the established trails.


                   <<<<<<<<<<<Resume mission>>>>>>>>>

XO_Gol says:
@::starts after Brina::

CMOLinard says:
::reaches the top of the lift and gets off with Triton::

CSOTriton says:
::gets off lift::

XO_Gol says:
@::starts after Brina::

OPS_Letty says:
:: Boards the skydiving pary on the Learjet::

CTOCutter says:
@::chasing after Captain Wendyway::

Q_Tee says:
@::feeling bored::

FCOKrauz says:
@ ::tosses Rhi her bag::  Maybe we should head topside and see what's going on?

Gerry says:
CO: Can I buy you a drink at the bottom of the hill? ::easily keeps pace with Brina::

CMOLinard says:
@Triton: ready?..I'll race ya....::grins::

TO_Jay says:
*CMO*:You need me for a medical?

CO_Wendy says:
::skiies under barrier and out of bounds::

MO_Morgan says:
@::pulls a face and grabs her bag::  Responsible huh? Awww nuts! ::grins::

CTOCutter says:
::curses and follows her::

CO_Wendy says:
::concentrates on the steep terrain::

XO_Gol says:
@::this isn't anything like water skiing

CTOCutter says:
@::pictures CO falling and smiles::

CMOLinard says:
@*TO*: I will when I get back...scedule one with Nurse Abbott....Linard out

CSOTriton says:
Kathleen: Race? um no....skiing isn't my thing.

FCOKrauz says:
@ Rhi: Well, Darlin, you are on call......

Q_Tee says:
@::shapes hurling down snow catches her attention, decides to drop in::

OPS_Letty says:
@::jumps when they aproache the skiing facily, in a ski suit hanging from a parachute (quite a sight::

CO_Wendy says:
::wonders if anyone is stupid enough to follow her::

Host John_AGM says:
@COM: Attention all Hayden crew! You are ordered to return to The Hayden by 22.75 hours. Repairs are completed and you are required to prepare for departure within 24 hours. There will be a meeting for all officers in the Callisto lounge at 22.75 Hours as well.

CTOCutter says:
::realizes just how stupid he is::

FCOKrauz says:
@  ::raises eyebrows::  Rhi:  Guess that settles that....::feigns amusement::

MO_Morgan says:
@Hentric: I'm not supposed to be, but apparently I was wrong.

CSOTriton says:
::wonders why the TO and XO are stupidly following the obviously better skiier, Brina::

CO_Wendy says:
@::doesn't hear the message because she left her comm badge behind::

CTOCutter says:
@::begins to slowly catch up with CO::

MO_Morgan says:
@Hentric: We could always wait and see if I get paged again? Maybe they dealt with it on their own. ::hopefull::

CO_Wendy says:
::sees something narly coming up::

XO_Gol says:
@Self: I wonder what that black diamond means???

FCOKrauz says:
@  ::walks over to the table and logs into the hotels computer....enters his billing information..looking up from the terminal::  Rhi:  Oh?

Q_Tee says:
@::searching her memory remembers doing something like this long ago.  Decides to give it a try again::

Gerry says:
@::skis along with the cute vulcan chick, he's game for anything::

OPS_Letty says:
@::lands at the top of the hill after releasing the parachute from the top of the ski suit 5 feet from the top of the hill and starts down , not knowing what he's doing and barely hanging on::

Host John_AGM says:
Action: A small avalanche starts behind Wendyway and Cutter.

TO_Jay says:
*MO*: You still have those alarms going off?

CTOCutter says:
::looks back and gets REAL motivated::

CO_Wendy says:
@::hears a fait rumble::

TO_Jay says:
::On shipd bridge scanning area::

Gerry says:
@::looks back:: All: Avalanche!!!!!

CO_Wendy says:
@::looks back and quits turning ... lets her skies run::

XO_Gol says:
@::sees avalanche form and tries to stop::

TO_Jay says:
*CO*: You have an avalanch behind you. I am beaming you to the ship!!!

CTOCutter says:
@::poles hard and looks for a way out::

Q_Tee says:
::drops down on an avalanche to ride it like a wave::  Interesting

CO_Wendy says:
@::heads for the boulder in front of her::

Gerry says:
@::shushes along:: All: Find cover!

OPS_Letty says:
@XO: Where's the Captain?

CMOLinard says:
@::points down the hill towards the TO and CO:: Triton: LOOK!!!

MO_Morgan says:
::sighs:: *TO* Not that I am aware of at the moment.  Did you check it out?

Q_Tee says:
::snaps her fingers and watches the boulder in her way vanish::

XO_Gol says:
@Ops: Trying to get behind that boulder, to escape the avalanche.

CSOTriton says:
Kath: um is that an avalanche?

FCOKrauz says:
@  ::enters the billing information and stands, begining to pack up the few....erm...things he brought::

CMOLinard says:
::taps comm pin:: *MO*: Get to sickbay now! We may have possible casualties..I want you on standby!

CTOCutter says:
@::eases up just behind and to the right of CO...still not sure where they're gonna go::

CO_Wendy says:
@::thinks she just might make it...::

OPS_Letty says:
::While passing the XO and almost falling over the ski's spots them::

TO_Jay says:
Computer: scan the surface for the DNA of the CO and our CTO!

MO_Morgan says:
*CMO* Acknowledged... I'm on my way

Host John_AGM says:
Computer: Ens. Jay, you are not authorized to use the ships transporters

CMOLinard says:
@Triton: Darn right it is....Come on!!..::starts off down the slope keeping a close watch on the CO and TO::

Q_Tee says:
::wonders why those people are in front....  snaps her fingers and puts them behind her, as they are in the way::

MO_Morgan says:
@Hentric: Ok... looks like the vacation is up...

CO_Wendy says:
@::changes her mind :: CTO: Ever tried surfing, Cutter? ::laughs manically::

TO_Jay says:
*MO*: You know how to use transporters?

FCOKrauz says:
@  Rhi: Time to get to work......  ::slings duffel over his shoulder as he adjusts his comm badge::

Host John_AGM says:
Action: As the CO ducks behind the rock the avalanche catches Cutter.

CTOCutter says:
@::yells at CO::  Gonna in just a minute

OPS_Letty says:
@XO: How do you steer these things?

FCOKrauz says:
@  Rhi:  ready?

CSOTriton says:
Kath: um no....I can't ski that well ::taps badge:: Computer: Emergency transport all bridge crew and CMO Linard to the Callisto lunge of the USS Hayden...lock onto CO wendyway by use of DNA pattern not comm badge.

MO_Morgan says:
@Hentric: Yup... let's motor

Gerry says:
@::skis for his life::

CO_Wendy says:
@::watches, horrified, as Cutter is swept away::

TO_Jay says:
*MO*: You copy?

FCOKrauz says:
@  COM: Transporter Chief:  Two to beam up

CTOCutter says:
@::tries to work his way to the top of the crest::

Host John_AGM says:
Action: Cutter is crushed by the snow

CO_Wendy says:
@::swims up in the snow::

FCOKrauz says:
@  ::feels the beam grab the two of them::

TO_Jay says:
::watches in horror::

CMOLinard says:
@::sees Cutter getting buried and gasps::

Host John_AGM says:
Action: Cutter is beamed away after being crushed

CO_Wendy says:
@::searchs madly for the CTO::

FCOKrauz says:
::appears in TR1....looks around::

XO_Gol says:
Ops: Don't ask me.

CO_Wendy says:
@::looks around:: All: Anyone got an emergency locator tricorder?

FCOKrauz says:
::drops his duffel with little fanfair as he claps his officers duty vest in place and makes sure his tunic collar is secure::

OPS_Letty says:
@::trips and trips the XO on his way down, fracturing a couple ribs and bruising the legs of the XO::

CMOLinard says:
@::nears the CO's position::

CSOTriton says:
::appears in lounge next to CTO Cutter::

MO_Morgan says:
:::looks at Hentric:: Hentric: I'm gonna go check sickbay and see what all the fuss is about... You off to be important too or taking our stuff to our rooms?

Q_Tee says:
@::seeing the various people being beamed elsewhere decides to see what's up::

CTOCutter says:
::whispers to CSO::  CO was with me... beam her up.

XO_Gol says:
@Letty: I had enough trouble without your help, thank you!

FCOKrauz says:
Rhi: I don't even know where I am berthed.....I better check in on the bridge.

CMOLinard says:
@CO: Captain! Can you hear me?

CO_Wendy says:
@::sees Linard approach::

CSOTriton says:
*MO*: Morgan report to Callisto lounge I have a medical emergency, it's Cutter.

CO_Wendy says:
@CMO: I can hear you.

OPS_Letty says:
@XO: Sorry sir, this is my first time skiing. And I came off in to it from Skydiving.

MO_Morgan says:
*CSO* I'm on my way.

Host John_AGM says:
Action: CO Wendyway feels a sharp pain in her abdomen

FCOKrauz says:
::slings his pack::  Rhi:  your work is never done.....

CO_Wendy says:
@::doubles over::

TO_Jay says:
*MO*:I am meeting you in the lounge

FCOKrauz says:
::winks and heads out of the TR and heads toward the lifts::

MO_Morgan says:
Hentric: You got that right...::reaches up and kisses him quickly:: Catch up with you later.

MO_Morgan says:
::runs out of TR! Towards Lounge::

CO_Wendy says:
@::straightens up slowly as the pain lessens::

FCOKrauz says:
::arrives at the lifts, ignoring the curious looks from on looking Noncoms::

XO_Gol says:
@::slowly gets up and goes to where the captain last was::

CMOLinard says:
@::Sees Wendy falter and rushes to her side:: *Hayden* Lock on to my comm signal on my mark.....two to beam directly to Sickbay.

OPS_Letty says:
@::groans in pain, glad that he wouldn't be the only one going to sickbay::

Q_Tee says:
::sits off to the side, in a science uniform, watching::

CMOLinard says:
@CO: Are you ok?

FCOKrauz says:
::steps onto the awaiting lift and shoots up to the bridge, suddenly glad that the Lifts go all the way up::

MO_Morgan says:
::arrives at Lounge and looks for CSO::

CSOTriton says:
::watches Morgan arrive::

CO_Wendy says:
@CMO: I feel much better now ... must have been all the excitement.

FCOKrauz says:
::arrives on the bridge and looks around.......and mumbles aloud::  Just like we designed em....

TO_Jay says:
*MO*:how is cutter?

MO_Morgan says:
*TO* Don't know yet... I'll tell ya when I have some information.  Morgan out

CMOLinard says:
@::whips out her tricorder:: CO: I don't think so.....I have to get you to sickbay....*Hayden*: Energize

Host John_AGM says:
Action: As the crew returns they are greeted by A magnificent view of the Hayden shining in her pristine glory.

CO_Wendy says:
@::looks around:: CMO: Quite the avalance, huh?

MO_Morgan says:
::heads towards CSO and Cutter:::

CO_Wendy says:
@::feels the transporter effect::

CSOTriton says:
MO: Take care of him, I'll be on the bridge ::exits lounge and enters the bridge

FCOKrauz says:
::walks up to the helm and logs in, dropping his duffel with a loud thump::  TO:  I have the Conn.  What is the ships status?

MO_Morgan says:
::nods and starts examining CTO::

OPS_Letty says:
@::wonders where the XO went to::

CMOLinard says:
@::materializes with CO::

CO_Wendy says:
CMO: I hardly think this is necessary ... I'm fine

XO_Gol says:
@ALL: Is everyone ok?

CSOTriton says:
::walks on to bridge and notices FCO:: Ensign are you in the right place?

FCOKrauz says:
::walks back to the bridge armory and gets the standard Type I phaser from the hold and slides it into his belt::

OPS_Letty says:
@::can't figure out where everyone wnt to, then remebers that the hayden is fixed::

CMOLinard says:
::rematerializes in Sickbay:: CO: I just want to be sure of that...

FCOKrauz says:
::looks up:: CSO: Are you talking to me?

TO_Jay says:
FCO: We are ready to go when we have our orders sir. All systems are working within normal parameters.

TO_Jay says:
FCO:Why are you carying a phaser?

FCOKrauz says:
TO:  Thank you Ensign.....::turns to face the CSO::  You must be Commander Triton.....::extends his hand::  Commander Hentric Krauz

FCOKrauz says:
::closes the armory door with a quick tap of the console button::

XO_Gol says:
Self: Whew, I should get frequent transporter miles. ::grins::

Q_Tee says:
::hears a voice that reminds her of someone long ago.  Snaps her fingers and a Bajoran appears before her::  TO:  You have the voice, but not the face....  Oh well no matter.

CSOTriton says:
FCO: Yes, I'm a Lt. sir, nice to meet you.

CMOLinard says:
CO: Lie down over here..::motions to biobed::

Q_Tee says:
TO:  How would you like to go for a spin?

Host John_AGM says:
Action: TO Jay apears befor the Q

TO_Jay says:
FCO: Permission to go to lounge and see if Cutter is all right?

FCOKrauz says:
CSO:  Ah...yes....Sorry, Lieutenant...must need some Rednax V....
TO:  Permission Granted....

CO_Wendy says:
CMO: You know I'm not the best patient .. is this really necessary?

TO_Jay says:
Self: What the hell!

CSOTriton says:
::blinks:: Where is the new TO?

FCOKrauz says:
::turns to face the newcomer on the bridge::

Q_Tee says:
TO:  Hell?  You wish to go there?  I guess I can arrange that... have not been there in awhile ::snaps her fingers::

CSOTriton says:
Computer: Location of XO Gol and CO Wendyway?

TO_Jay says:
Q: No I do not. What do you want?

FCOKrauz says:
::wonders if he got in over his head already::

CMOLinard says:
::looks around and says in a low voice:: CO: I'm concerned about the baby...lie still.

CO_Wendy says:
CMO: Cutter ... what happened to Cutter?

XO_Gol says:
::limps out of transporter room and towards Sickbay::

CO_Wendy says:
::lies back:: CMO: Alright

Host John_AGM says:
Action: TO and Q are in a vision of Hell

CSOTriton says:
<Comp> XO Gol is leaving TR1 and CO Wendyway's whereabout's unknown.

TO_Jay says:
Q: Send me back to the Hayden Q!

Q_Tee says:
TO:  So, tell me, why did you want to come here?

CSOTriton says:
FCO: Damn!

OPS_Letty says:
@*Hayden* Emergency tranport, to the nearest transporter room!

FCOKrauz says:
CSO:  And find out who that was, and where they took our TO.....

FCOKrauz says:
*OPS*  Understood. ::dashes to the Operations panel and brings up Transporter controls::

TO_Jay says:
Q: I did not ask!! It was a figure of speech. Now send me Back to the HAYDEN

CSOTriton says:
*CMO*: Kathleen...where are you and tell me you're with the Captain

CO_Wendy says:
::lifts head and sees Cutter on another biobed::

CSOTriton says:
FCO: One thing at a time....

OPS_Letty says:
@*Hayden* Make that sickbay!

CMOLinard says:
::runs a few scans and smiles:: CO: Everything is fine for now, I want to keep a check on you.

XO_Gol says:
::limps into sickbay:: CMO: Doc, I need some... ::sees captain laying on biobed:: Is she alright?

FCOKrauz says:
::gets a lock on the OPS officer:: *Sickbay*  Be aware, incoming casualties....

Q_Tee says:
TO:  As a figure of speech?  Well, if you did not mean the first, how can you mean the second?

FCOKrauz says:
*OPS*  Prepare for transport

CMOLinard says:
*Triton* Yes, I'm with the captain....she had a little fall that's all.

CMOLinard says:
XO: Yes, she's fine.

OPS_Letty says:
@*Hayden* I've been ready since I said the word.

TO_Jay says:
Q: I am asking you to send me back to the ship.

FCOKrauz says:
::wonders what the overriding concern for the CO is...the loyalty is touching....but there is something more::

XO_Gol says:
CO: Does she know?

CSOTriton says:
Computer: What is the location of TO Jay?

FCOKrauz says:
::engages transport directly to sickbay for the OPS officer::

Q_Tee says:
TO: But we just came from there, why would I want to go back?

MO_Morgan says:
::scans CTO again and notices myriad of broken bones and abbrasions, but no serious injuries:::

CSOTriton says:
<Computer>: Location of TO Jay is unknown.

CO_Wendy says:
XO: Yes, she knows

OPS_Letty says:
::Materializes in sickbay, spotting th Captain, and the first officer:: CO/XO:Everyone else alright?

TO_Jay says:
Q: I did not say you.I mean me. Send me back please?

XO_Gol says:
CMO: Is the baby ok?

MO_Morgan says:
CTO: Come on Cutter... wake the heck up and complain about being in sickbay will ya?

CSOTriton says:
::looks at FCO: FCO: he was just here....

CTOCutter says:
::motions weakly to Rhiannon::  Would you believe this hurts?

CMOLinard says:
XO: For now..I want to keep a close watch for the next few days

FCOKrauz says:
CSO:  Therein lies the mystery....

MO_Morgan says:
::smiles at the sound of his voice:: Cutter: I believe it... so do me a favour and stop moving, k?  Let's see what I can do to help you out here....

Q_Tee says:
TO:  Nope... not just yet.  You asked and I granted.    How about a tour of the solar system if you do not really like this place?

CO_Wendy says:
CMO: Can I get up now?

XO_Gol says:
Ops: Everythings fine.  Please report to the bridge.

CMOLinard says:
CO: Yes of course...you can go if you want

CTOCutter says:
::grasps MO arm::  Rinny, you're a friend right??  Keep Linard at bay!

CO_Wendy says:
::stands up and goes over to Cutter::

CMOLinard says:
::Sees Cutter on the biobed::

CMOLinard says:
MO: Status on the ensign?

FCOKrauz says:
::walks around to the Big Chair...sitting down::

MO_Morgan says:
::laughs softly:: CTO: I'll try... but this is her sickbay.

Host John_AGM says:
Action: Q and Jay are on the rings of Saturn.

TO_Jay says:
Q: I want to go to my ship. I need to find out if everyone is okay? Why do you have me here anyway? Is it something to do with my parents?

CO_Wendy says:
Cutter: This will teach you to follow the admiral's orders ... ::thinks, Admiral's orders ... Admiral's orders ... gears click into place in her head::

CTOCutter says:
::respectfully glares at CO::

CMOLinard says:
::stares at Cutter for a moment and grins to herself::

MO_Morgan says:
CMO: He'll be fine... broke some more bones though.

XO_Gol says:
CMO: When you're finished putting our CTO back together again may I see you in your office?

Q_Tee says:
TO: I was once a parent....   ::snaps her fingers and takes her to the place in the TO's mind::

FCOKrauz says:
::stops and turns::

CO_Wendy says:
Cutter: Come to think of it, you and the Admiral seem pretty cozy ...

TO_Jay says:
Q: Or is it about Trina?

MO_Morgan says:
CMO: I was thinking maybe he needed another body cast ::can't help but tease:::

CMOLinard says:
::smiles at the MO:: MO: Get out the body mold for him....he'll need it.

CSOTriton says:
*ShipyardControl*: This is the USS Hayden, are there any hostile ships within transporter range?

CTOCutter says:
::tries to smack MO:: Ouch ::winces::

FCOKrauz says:
::thinks the CSO may have just overstepped his bounds...but waits until he is done::

MO_Morgan says:
::grins at CMO and smiles sweetly at CTO:: CTO: Sorry... Boss's orders

Q_Tee says:
@TO:  ::waves her hand::  What is this place?

TO_Jay says:
Q: Why at this point in my life? This is the day my parents were murderd by the Carrdassians.

MO_Morgan says:
CMO: I thought you might say that, so I was just about to do that.

CTOCutter says:
::glares at MO:: Hey Rhinny... can you read my mind right now?

CO_Wendy says:
::looks very closely at the CTO:: Cutter: How do you feel about the colour green?

CMOLinard says:
::nods:: CTO: Are we feeling alright Mr. Cutter?

TO_Jay says:
@Q: This is Terok near my old home.

CTOCutter says:
::does very well at not jumping:: Green?

Q_Tee says:
@TO:  It is the place in your mind ::frowns than smiles::  Would you like to alter the event?

CMOLinard says:
::looks at the Captain and smiles:: CO: I always though it was his favorite colour.

MO_Morgan says:
::concentrates for a second and then glares at CTO: CTO: Be nice or I'll make you sorry...

OPS_Letty says:
::Get's up, and walks to the exit of sick bay, finding breathing very painfull::

CTOCutter says:
::snickers at MO::

TO_Jay says:
@Q: Mean fool with the past?

CSOTriton says:
COMM<shipyard>: USS Hayden negative on the hostile presence, sir.

CO_Wendy says:
Cutter: Yes ... green ... ::looks at Kathleen for acknowledgement::

Q_Tee says:
@TO:  I mean save your parents.

CTOCutter says:
::one thought as he looks at CMO.... crap...Betazed::

FCOKrauz says:
::folds arms across his chest::  CSO:  I need a departmental readiness report for the Captain, ASAP.  ::walks up to his station::

MO_Morgan says:
::smiles sweetly at Cutter:: CTO: And you know what I'm thinking...

CO_Wendy says:
::nods at Kathleen::

MO_Morgan says:
::backs slowly away from Cutter's bedside and wipes all thoughts of "greenness" from her mind::

CTOCutter says:
::concentrates then winces::  That would... uh... hurt Rinny.

CMOLinard says:
::notices OPS limping at the door::

TO_Jay says:
@Q: That would change my whole life Q.

CTOCutter says:
::thinks nursery rhymes::

OPS_Letty says:
::Exits Sickbay, and heads for the nearest turbolift, with the headache of his life!:::

CO_Wendy says:
::notices the MO acting strangely::

MO_Morgan says:
::smiles:: Cutter: Wouldn't it though?

CSOTriton says:
::smiles, so this is a test he thinks:: CSO: Science is fully functional, all other departments are on standby until the department heads are released from sickbay.

CMOLinard says:
OPS: Are you alright ensign?

MO_Morgan says:
::sees the CO look at her and goes back to working on Cutter::

Q_Tee says:
@TO:  They would be alive.

CTOCutter says:
::whispers to MO:: Geez... act casual would ya?

XO_Gol says:
CMO: Mr. Cutter will be fine.  ::slaps him on the back::  But I need someone to look at my legs, Mr. Letty decided to plow into them.

TO_Jay says:
@Q: What time is it????!!!?

CO_Wendy says:
MO: How do you feel about the colour green?

FCOKrauz says:
::sits and swivels his chair to face the CSO::  CSO:  Very well, you may take your station, Lieutenant

OPS_Letty says:
::looks inside just as the doors close::  CMO: In pain, but besides that ,yup

MO_Morgan says:
::mutters:: CTO: I am!

Q_Tee says:
@TO:  Here there is no time.... at least not as you know and undertand it.

CTOCutter says:
::rolls eyes:: God help us when you feel guilty then!

MO_Morgan says:
::looks at CO with a puzzled expression:: CO: Green ma'am? I'm not so fond of the colour myself...

CMOLinard says:
::leads Letty to a biobed:: OPS: Where does it hurt? ::runs her tricorder::

CTOCutter says:
::starts to moan::  MO:  I could really use some help here!

MO_Morgan says:
::pinches Cutter where CO and CMO can't see::

CO_Wendy says:
::mutters to herself::

Q_Tee says:
@::points:: TO: Look over there... you have but to say the word....

CSOTriton says:
FCO: Sir, as per established practice in the absence of CO Wendyway, XO Gol, or CNS Tyler, I am next in the chain of command.  Until CO Wendyway changes that order, I AM at my station.   This may be unpleasant for you but that is how it is.

CTOCutter says:
::yelps for real for just a second::

CO_Wendy says:
::then looks straight at the MO:: MO: Ever seen an Orion slave girl auction?

OPS_Letty says:
CMO:Well, lets pust it this way, I tripped the XO, and possibly fractured a couple ribs, while skiing.

MO_Morgan says:
::glances at Cutter:: CO: Excuse me Ma'am... I need to help my patient.

TO_Jay says:
@Q: What about the young me Q? ::looks where Q pointed:: Self: Mom? Dad?

CTOCutter says:
::moans louder::

CMOLinard says:
::nods:: OPS: That's what I'm reading...you're lucky you didn't puncture a lung....

MO_Morgan says:
::lets Slave girl auction question pass her by::

OPS_Letty says:
CMOo: Yeah, that would have really hurt.

FCOKrauz says:
Lt. Triton:  I am the ranking officer on the Bridge, and, according to Ships logs and Starfleet Command Protocol, I have the Conn.  End of discussion.  ::returns to checking the repair manifest and upgrades::

CO_Wendy says:
::eyes narrow::

Q_Tee says:
@TO: The young you will grow up with parents... decide quickly.  Only know, that if they die, this time their deaths will be on your hands.

CMOLinard says:
::turns on scanner and gives OPS a pain killer:: OPS: This will help while the bones are healing.

MO_Morgan says:
::follows Cutter's lead:: CTO: Where are you feeling the increase in pain? ::scans some more::

TO_Jay says:
@Q: Give me a phaser. What would happen to me now??

CMOLinard says:
::hears the comment about the slave auction and grins to herself::

OPS_Letty says:
CMO: Thanks, am I free to go to the bridge, now?

CTOCutter says:
MO: It's getting really bad....  I'm not sure where it hurts

FCOKrauz says:
::hmmm.....not much different than the Test Ship....::

Q_Tee says:
@TO:  I am not a fortune teller ::hands him the phaser::

CO_Wendy says:
::decides she'd better head back to the bridge::

CMOLinard says:
OPS: In a moment....broken bones take a little time to heal.

XO_Gol says:
::decides to just heal himself::  Now how does this thing work?

MO_Morgan says:
::whispers as she watches CO walk away:: CTO: Laying in on a bit thick, dear?

CO_Wendy says:
::as the sickbay doors open, suddenly doubles over again in pain::

OPS_Letty says:
CMO: Sometimes months, It won't take that long will it?

CTOCutter says:
::whispers::  Did it work??

CSOTriton says:
FCO: Lt Cmdr, you may think so.  I will wait until CO Wendyway tells me herself. Until then, as a senior officer with so much more experience then I, don't you think we should stop studying reports and start tryingto locate our missing officer?

MO_Morgan says:
::whispers back:: I hope so!

CMOLinard says:
::checks on XO:: XO: I'm sorry about that....::sees the CO double over::

CTOCutter says:
::starts as he notices CO doubled over::

TO_Jay says:
@Carddasian's: Eat plasma!!!!!

CTOCutter says:
MO: Rinny! ::points to CO::

CO_Wendy says:
::straightens::

MO_Morgan says:
::sees Cutter's reaction and turns to look at CO:: Wow!  I'll be back!

TO_Jay (shipphasers.wav)

Q_Tee says:
@::watches as the Cardassians die::

FCOKrauz says:
CSO: I did assign you that task. If you can't carry it out, I am sure I can find someone who can.

TO_Jay (shipphasers.wav)

MO_Morgan says:
::hurries towards CO::

Host John_AGM says:
Action: As TO Jay fires the space around the ship flickers

FCOKrauz says:
<COM> Sickbay:  This is Commander Krauz.  What is the Captain's status, Doctor?

CSOTriton says:
::laughs::

TO_Jay says:
@Q: There it's done!

MO_Morgan says:
::reaches CO:: CO: Are you ok? Maybe we should take a look at you again...

FCOKrauz says:
::ignores the CSO::

Host John_AGM says:
Action: The Hayden is hangin in space. Earth is a dead planet below them

Q_Tee says:
@TO:  Yes, it is done.  And for now they will live.  Tell me, how does it feel?

CO_Wendy says:
MO: I'm fine ...

FCOKrauz says:
::eyebrows furrow as the signal from SFC goes dead::

CSOTriton says:
::begins scan of immediate for all heat signatures that are unaccounter for by known material bodies::

MO_Morgan says:
CO: Maybe we should check you out just to be sure....

TO_Jay says:
@Q: What is goning on? What has become of me

CSOTriton says:
::startled::

FCOKrauz says:
COM:  SFC:  Starfleet Command...this is the USS Hayden, please respond.

MO_Morgan says:
::motions CMO over to handle any protests from the CO::

FCOKrauz says:
::awaits response from the Sickbay::

CSOTriton says:
*CMO*: I need a status report on Brina and Danvar right now! ::sounds agitated::

Q_Tee says:
@TO:  Time to go home.  When you return, your memories will be different.  For you now have parents.  ::snaps her fingers and returns him to the ship::

CO_Wendy says:
MO: I'm fine .. .::leaves sickbay quickly::

TO_Jay says:
Self: What the Hell??!!

FCOKrauz says:
TO:  Welcome back.....

MO_Morgan says:
::curses to herself as CO exits sickbay::

TO_Jay says:
FCO: Where was I? How long was I gone !?

Host John_AGM says:
Action: TO Jay appears on bridge

CMOLinard says:
*CSO* The captain is being her usual difficult self.

FCOKrauz says:
TO:  About 15 minutes

Q_Tee says:
::stands around the bridge in a SO uniform, out of the way, out of sight::

MO_Morgan says:
*FCO* It appears that the CO is fine... at least thats what she's saying. ::a bit peevishly::

TO_Jay says:
FCO:what the heck happend?Did i miss the meeting?

FCOKrauz says:
TO:  Meeting?

CO_Wendy says:
::enters TL:: Computer: Captain's quarters

CMOLinard says:
::hurries after the CO::

CTOCutter says:
MO:  Uh...Morgan?  Can you run a proto dohicky thingy over me so I can get fixed?

FCOKrauz says:
*MO*  I'll keep an eye out for her, Dr Morgan.  Krauz out

TO_Jay says:
FCO:Never mind.I have to find the captain

CMOLinard says:
MO: You're in charge...take care of the XO and leave Cutter in that mold until I get back.

CO_Wendy says:
::enters her quarters and sighs::

MO_Morgan says:
CTO: Hold your horses or I will put you in the body cast!  ::heads back towards Cutter::

TO_Jay says:
*CO*: Captain this Ens. Davidson I need to speak with you ASAP.

CO_Wendy says:
::changes from her ski gear into her uniform::

OPS_Letty says:
::Waits:: CMO: Now can I go?

CSOTriton says:
*CMO* Dr. Linard things have gone very badly we need the CO and XO and all senior staff on the bridge immediately if they are fit.

FCOKrauz says:
FCO:  She just left sickbay.....::swivels and enters a few quick commands on his console::  She is in her quarters, Ensign.

CMOLinard says:
*CSO* Acknowledged....What's wrong?

CTOCutter says:
::grins:: MO:  You can't talk to a Ltjg like that!  ::holds up hands::  Don't hurt me!

CO_Wendy says:
*TO* Go ahead

TO_Jay says:
*CO*: Can I meet with you Ma'am?

TO_Jay says:
*MO*: How is Cutter?

CO_Wendy says:
::exits TL and walks on to bridge::

FCOKrauz says:
::fed up, leaps to his feet and rushes back to the SCI 1, bringing the sensors online::  Captain on the Bridge.

MO_Morgan says:
*TO* He'll be fine in a few days.

CO_Wendy says:
CSO: What's the emergency?

CSOTriton says:
All: Captain on the bridge

FCOKrauz says:
::getting sensor readings::

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Welcome aboard, Commander

CSOTriton says:
CO: Look at the screen, Sir.

MO_Morgan says:
::turns her attention to the XO::

FCOKrauz says:
CO: Thank you Ma'am.

XO_Gol says:
::after finally getting rid of his third arm Danvar discovers that he is using the wrong instrument::  Oh well, on to the next thing-a-ma-jigger-what.

CSOTriton says:
::stands and walks to Science station 1::

FCOKrauz says:
CO:  I am getting no readings from Earth....Jupiter Base....Utopia Planetia.....Pluto Base....New Berlin....nothing.

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Explain

CO_Wendy says:
::walks over to the science console::

FCOKrauz says:
CO:  Unknown.......::doesnt relenquish the console::  LRS and SRS are online and opperating at 100%....the the TO might be able to shed some light on it.  ::looks over at him::

MO_Morgan says:
::heads to XO and starts scanning:: XO: So what seems to be the problem right now?

CSOTriton says:
::begins scanning federation subspace frequencies, by using his backdoor into the system::

TO_Jay says:
CO:That is what i need to talk to you about in private??!!

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Communications are down ... what about lifeforms?

XO_Gol says:
MO: Other than the fact I now look like a cardassian, my legs hurt.

FCOKrauz says:
::continues running scans::  CO:  Nothing...one second they were there, the next...nothing.

CO_Wendy says:
::looks up at TO: TO: You know something about this?

MO_Morgan says:
::glances at XO:: XO: Right... ok.  First things first... I think I'm going to need those medical tools back ::takes them out of his hand::

TO_Jay says:
CO: Ma'aM I would like to tell everyone at the same time if you do not mind?!?

CO_Wendy says:
TO: Go ahead

Q_Tee says:
::looks out at the dead world spinning below the ship, her thoughts hidden::

CMOLinard says:
::re-enters sickbay after missing the CO shaking her head annoyed::

XO_Gol says:
MO: Well, I tried. ::sheepish grin::

FCOKrauz says:
::eyebrows furrow::  CSO:  I am reading odd subspace fluctuations at 341 mark 21.  Confirm?

MO_Morgan says:
::shakes her head and wonders at these commanding officer types:::

MO_Morgan says:
XO: Mhmmm...

CMOLinard says:
::makes her way over to Cutter:: CTO: How are we feeling?

TO_Jay says:
CO: I would like to prepare in the conference room please?

FCOKrauz says:
::makes a note to speak to the CO about the CSO.....::

CTOCutter says:
::eyes CMO warily::  Trapped?

CO_Wendy says:
TO: You're trying my patience ... everyone who can be here is on the bridge...now what the hell is going on...!

CSOTriton says:
CO: Sir, Federation subspace frequencies are registering unidentified energy emissions,...but absolutely no Comm traffic...

XO_Gol says:
MO: Nothing irrepairable, right?

CMOLinard says:
::grins:: CTO: That's funny.....it's exactly how the captain and I felt a few days ago....

MO_Morgan says:
::glances quickly at Cutter and laughs softly at thoughts she was picking up::

CSOTriton says:
FCO: confirming :: modualtes astrometrics and LRS to affected area::

OPS_Letty says:
::starts feeling nausiated, usually happens aftertaking the wrong pain killer::

MO_Morgan says:
::finishes her scans and looks at XO:: XO: nothing that can't be fixed. ::smiles reassuringly::

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: What about sending an away team?

CTOCutter says:
::can't squirm in mould, but want's to::  Something happen a few days ago Dr?

FCOKrauz says:
::rubs eyes::  CSO:  Try a Theta Band scan....use the main dish....its a narrow beam, but, if something is out there in subspace, it'll find it.

CMOLinard says:
::leans in closely to Cutter:: CTO: Consider yourself busted Mister....

XO_Gol says:
MO: Good, I hate that neck thing Cardassians have.

CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Atmosphere readings? Landforms?

FCOKrauz says:
::cocks an ear to wait for the TO's explaination::

OPS_Letty says:
::falls asleep, it usually cures that::

MO_Morgan says:
XO: Then I guess we'll have to make sure you don't keep one ::teases::

CSOTriton says:
::sets the main dish for Theta band scan::

TO_Jay says:
CO: I was taken from the ship from a Q!! I went back in time to save my parents. He gave me the chance to save them. I was under the influence of the Q.

CO_Wendy says:
::taps foot impatiently:: TO: REPORT!!!

CTOCutter says:
::eyes widen for a second, then lets out a long breath:: CMO:  Okay, I'm busted.  You can stop the snooping, it was just me.

XO_Gol says:
::stares at the MO::  MO: Very funny.

FCOKrauz says:
::mutters::Glad I helped design these things............::blinks in surprise at the TO's explaination::

OPS_Letty says:
::in his sleep presses a button that screws up the lighting and the controls in sickbay::

CO_Wendy says:
::sucks in breath ... Q ... has read reports about that being::

XO_Gol says:
MO: You know, I hope my next host goes into medicine.  It's fun!

CO_Wendy says:
TO: Let me get this straight. You're a starfleet officer, but you agreed to change the timeline?

CMOLinard says:
CTO: Oh, I know...and I know it was just a prank.....we'll see who has the last laugh.

Q_Tee says:
::frowns at the TO.... spineless::

FCOKrauz says:
::mumbles::  So much for a little shakedown cruise...

MO_Morgan says:
::wipes smile off her face:: XO: Sorry sir.  Anyway, you seem to have a bit of swelling in your lower back which is making it difficult for you move your legs.  The swelling will go away and everything should be fine.

CSOTriton says:
CO: Sir, Dr. Linard's most sterile surgical equipment has more life on it then the Earth does right now.

       <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause mission>>>>>>>>>>>>




